KV 1  Time is running fast

a) Look at the following text. Some words are difficult to read because of the hourglasses’. Can you complete the text?

Lucy, ____________ and Asim, are good ______________

They stand on the Meridian Line, and they ______________ high.

Everything is quiet now, and so ______________. The Time Lord tells

them of his ______________ to stop all humans. The three have only

one last ______________ to help the human race. The Time Fairy can

can help them now to ______________ good stories.

The ______________ of the human race, lies in their

______________ now. The ______________ and time are

running fast, in his hourglass. Asim’s granny is getting young, young and ______________.
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b) Can you guess what is going to happen in Chapter 2? Write down your ideas.
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